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(1)Without adding too many parameters, a novel interlaced spatial attention block is 
proposed to adaptively refine features by considering correlations among adjacent 
layers. The proposed ISAB module incorporates manifold information, which 
enhances the diversity of network topology structure and representational power.

(2)By applying ISAB, we utilize attention based back projection block to build a deep 
network for image SR. Experimental results demonstrate that our method is 
substantially more accurate. Owing to information refinement in adjacent alayers, 
our network still perform well at large scale magnifications.

The proposed CIRN consists of feature extraction block(FEB), n attention-based back projection groups(ABPG). Every 
ABPG consists of intensive down-sampling block(IDB), intensive up-sampling block(IUB) and interlaced spatial attention 
block(ISAB).
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Qualitative Results

Inspired by the non-local module and the CCNet, ISAB adopts the idea of divide and conquer, which reduces the amount 
of calculation while capturing the relationship between the feature maps of adjacent layers.

● Dilated convolution & Multi-order gradients

● Interlace operation

● Performance and number of parameters

● Effect of re-balancing margin

● Effect of ISAB

We visualized the input and output feature maps of ISAB. 
Specifically X,Y represent the input feature maps while Y’ 
represents the output feature maps. It is evident that output 
Y’ refined the information of inputs and enhanced the edges 
information from X which is exactly Y lost.

In objective experiments, it can be seen 
that our method is superior to the previous 
method in both PSNR and SSIM. In 
addition, our method still performs well in 
the case of extreme magnification.


